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We present a recursive quantum computing algorithm that can construct any eigenvector of a quantum Hamil-
tonian residing within a selected energy interval [E − , E + ]. To suppress the spectral weight of all other
eigenvectors by a factor δ, the computational effort scales as | log δ|/(P ), where P is the squared overlap of
the initial state with the desired eigenvector. The method, which we call the rodeo algorithm, uses an auxiliary
qubit to control the time evolution of the object Hamiltonian of interest, plus some tunable energy constant. This
auxiliary qubit is also coupled to several other qubits that we collectively call the arena. By tuning the energy
constant and adjusting the clock speeds of the object Hamiltonian and the arena according to a prescribed se-
quence, we can engineer the quantum state coupled to the auxiliary qubit state |1〉 to have an enhanced spectral
weight at energyE. By resetting or replacing the qubits in the arena with each cycle, we recursively converge to
the desired eigenvector with exponential accuracy in the number of cycles. As an example, we consider a model
Hamiltonian describing Anderson localization of electrons due to disorder in one dimension. We discuss ap-
plications of the rodeo algorithm for computing eigenvectors, the energy spectrum, transitions between energy
states, and linear response functions.
Quantum computing is a powerful new paradigm with the
potential to describe large complex systems and eventually
perform computations beyond the reach of classical comput-
ing. Recently, there have been several exciting algorithmic
advances in describing the time evolution of Hamiltonians
on quantum computers using a variety of different tools [1–
6]. They can be broadly categorized as either Lie-Trotter-
Suzuki product formulas [7, 8] or linear combinations of uni-
tarities [9]. Unfortunately, the application of these techniques
for quantum state preparation is still less than satisfactory.
Quantum adiabatic evolution is one approach to quantum state
preparation that starts with an eigenstate of a simple Hamilto-
nian that slowly evolves with an interpolating time-dependent
Hamiltonian until reaching the desired target Hamiltonian
[10, 11]. The problem is that calculations based on quantum
adiabatic evolution require an extended time evolution that
makes the computational cost prohibitive for large systems.
To address this problem, we introduce an efficient framework
for quantum state preparation called the rodeo algorithm. The
rodeo algorithm is compatible with any of the newly devel-
oped techniques for Hamiltonian time evolution and is capa-
ble of improving any approximate variational wave function
used as an initial state. It can also be used to compute the
energy spectrum, transitions between energy states, and linear
response functions.
Rather than fighting against the problem of diabatic tran-
sitions when the time-dependent evolution is too rapid, the
rodeo algorithm uses these transitions as a central feature. As
the name suggests, the rodeo algorithm works by repeatedly
shaking off all other states until only the target eigenvector
remains. Some aspects of the rodeo algorithm are similar in
character to the projected cooling algorithm [12]. The pro-
jected cooling algorithm was designed to find the localized
ground state of a quantum Hamiltonian by waiting for ex-
cited continuum states to disperse away from the measure-
ment region. The projected cooling algorithm has also been
extended to more general systems such as the transverse Ising
model [13]. The rodeo algorithm also relies on localized states
and the dispersal of unwanted states away from the measure-
ment qubit. However, in the rodeo algorithm, the separation
of states is achieved with a time-dependent Hamiltonian de-
fined on an auxiliary set of qubits. Therefore, the rodeo algo-
rithm can be applied to any quantum Hamiltonian, regardless
of the properties of the energy spectrum or the eigenstates.
Another important difference between the two methods is that
the rodeo algorithm is a recursive algorithm that achieves ex-
ponential convergence in the number of cycles.
Our goal in the rodeo algorithm is to extract the eigenvec-
tors of an object Hamiltonian, Hobj, selected according to
their energy eigenvalues, Eobj. We assume nothing about the
form of Hobj or its implementation on a quantum computer
except that we can perform the unitary operation Uobj(dt) =
exp(−iHobjdt) when an auxiliary qubit q0 is in the state
|1〉. We denote the corresponding controlled unitary gate as
cUobj(dt). The qubit q0 is part of a collection of qubits that
we collectively call the arena. There are an infinite number
of possible choices for the arena, and in this discussion we
consider a closed one-dimensional chain of qubits, qn, where
n = 0, · · · , L − 1, with connectivity between nearest neigh-
bors. We take L to be an even number and focus on the par-
ticular example where L = 6.
We define the Hermitian operators A and B as
A = −1
4
∑
even n
(Xn+1Xn + Yn+1Yn), (1)
B = −1
4
∑
odd n
(Xn+1Xn + Yn+1Yn), (2)
where Xn, Yn, Zn are the Pauli operators for qn. We also
define Uare(dt′) = exp(−iBdt′) exp(−iAdt′), correspond-
ing to one Lie-Trotter-Suzuki time step for the arena. For our
purposes, it will not be necessary to take the limit where dt′ is
small.
We now initialize q0 to the state |1〉 and set all the other
qubits qn to |0〉. Let U0(dt, E) be a phase rotation on the |1〉
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2FIG. 1. Object Hamiltonian and arena. We sketch Hobj and the
L = 6 chain of qubits forming the arena. The initial states for the
arena qubits are shown as well as the operators A and B connecting
neighboring qubits.
state of q0,
U0(dt, E) = exp[i(Z0/2− I0/2)Edt], (3)
where I0 is the identity operator on q0. Let S(dt′, dt, E) be
the product
S(dt′, dt, E) = Uare(dt′)cUobj(dt)U0(dt, E). (4)
We define the cycle C as the product
C = S(dt′N , dtN , EN ) · · ·S(dt′1, dt1, E1), (5)
where N is the number of steps in the cycle. We take N = 60
and choose dtk = 1 for all k. Hence, the dependence on the
energy eigenvaluesEobj is periodic with a period of 2pi. In the
Supplemental Materials, we give the values for dt′k and Ek.
In Fig. 1 we sketch Hobj and the L = 6 chain of qubits
forming the arena. We show the initial states for the arena
qubits and the operators A and B connecting neighboring
qubits. We note that Hobj commutes with C. Hence, we can
describe the action of C for each individual eigenvector of
Hobj with energy Eobj. After completing one cycle, we mea-
sure the qubit q0 to see if it is in the |0〉 or |1〉 state. Let Z be
the probability for measuring |1〉 for q0. We have fine-tuned
dt′k, dtk, Ek so that there is a sharp peak inZ atEobj = 0, with
a maximum value of Zpeak = 0.9992, nearly equal to 1. See
Ref. [14, 15] for discussions on cancelling diabatic transitions
in time-dependent Hamiltonian evolution. At other values of
the energy, these diabatic transitions are not cancelled; there-
fore, the algorithm behaves as an energy sensor. The geomet-
ric mean of Z over the full 2pi period is ZGM = 0.5389. For
constant parameters s and E, the transformations dtk → sdtk
and Ek → Ek/s − E for all k will induce the transformation
Z(Eobj)→ Z(sEobj − sE). In this manner we can move the
maximum to Eobj = E and rescale the width of the peak by a
factor |s|−1.
If the measurement of |1〉 is successful for qubit q0, we can
repeat the cycle by either resetting all of the other qubits qn
to |0〉 or replacing them with other qubits already in the |0〉
state. Let us now suppose that we repeat the cycle M times
while keeping E fixed and taking random values for s such
that the average value equals 0 and the root-mean-square value
is sRMS. The random values for s are designed to even out
the peaks and valleys in Z away from the maximum at E.
If we take a Gaussian approximation for the shape near the
maximum, we conclude that the width of the peak scales as
1/(
√
MsRMS). So if we scale sRMS as 1/, where  is the
desired energy resolution, then the actual peak width will be
a factor of 1/
√
M narrower than . This is exactly what is
needed to get exponential suppression as a function of M for
energies at distance  from the peak.
After M cycles, the spectral weight or overlap probability
at E will remain approximately the same since ZMpeak ≈ 1,
while the spectral weight for energies outside the peak re-
gion will be suppressed by the exponential factor ZMGM. The
probability that we measure the |1〉 state M times in a row
is PZMpeak, where P is the overlap probability of our ini-
tial state with the desired eigenvector at energy E. Since
ZMpeak ≈ 1, this probability is approximately P . If we re-
quire that the spectral weights of all other eigenvectors out-
side the interval [E − , E + ] are suppressed by a factor
δ, then the computational scaling for the rodeo algorithm is
MsRMS/P ∼ | log δ|/(P ).
We use the notation Z [M ](E,Eobj) to denote the probabil-
ity of measuring |1〉 for q0 for M consecutive cycles at peak
energy E, when starting from an eigenvector of Hobj with
energy Eobj. In Fig. 2, we show Z [1](0, Eobj) for s = 1.
We also show Z [20](0, Eobj) for Gaussian random values for
s with sRMS = 10. The results for Z [20](0, Eobj) are con-
sistent with our claims that the width of the peak scales as
1/(
√
MsRMS) and that the spectral weight is suppressed by
the exponential factor ZMGM outside the peak region.
The rodeo algorithm depends heavily on the initial-state
overlap probability P . It is, therefore, very helpful to im-
prove the quality of the initial state using variational meth-
ods. One possible approach is to make a variational ansatz
based on physical intuition about the nature of the eigenvec-
tor. Another strategy is to use domain decomposition to define
a variational ansatz as a tensor product of wave functions on
smaller subsystems. Yet another approach is some combina-
tion of variational methods and adiabatic evolution such as the
quantum approximate optimization algorithm [16].
As an application of the rodeo algorithm, we consider an
Anderson localization model in one dimension that describes
the transition between delocalized and localized electronic
states in the presence of disorder [17, 18]. Our object Hamil-
tonian Hobj describes a single particle on a periodic one-
dimensional lattice with 100 sites. Let us denote the position
basis states as |k〉 with k = 0, · · · , 99. The matrix elements
of the object Hamiltonian are
[Hobj]k′,k = −δk′,k+1 − δk′,k−1 + ckδk′,k, (6)
where the coefficients ck are Gaussian random numbers with
average equal to 0 and root-mean-square value equal to 1/2.
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FIG. 2. Measurement probability forM consecutive cycles versus
Eobj. We plot Z [M ](0, Eobj) versus Eobj for M cycles. The results
forM = 1 and s = 1 are shown with the dotted blue line. The results
for M = 20 with Gaussian random values of s with sRMS = 10 are
shown with the solid red line.
As a variational ansatz for the ground state, we take our ini-
tial state to be the basis state |kmin〉 such that ckmin is the low-
est diagonal element of the Hamiltonian. This choice reflects
our physical intuition that the ground state will be spatially
localized. Let us denote the eigenvectors of Hobj as |Ej〉 with
corresponding energies Ej . We define the initial-state spec-
tral function S(E) to be | 〈Ej |kmin〉 |2 whenever E = Ej for
some j, and 0 otherwise. For convenience, we are using a dis-
crete state normalization for the spectral function rather than
the continuum normalization with Dirac delta functions. In
the event of an exact degeneracy, we must sum the contribu-
tion from each degenerate eigenvector. However, this will not
happen in our Anderson localization model with random dis-
order.
We can approximate the initial-state spectral function S(E)
by initiating the rodeo algorithm with initial state |kmin〉 and
performing M cycles for each energy E. We determine the
measurement probability of |1〉 as a function of E for qubit
q0 for each of M consecutive cycles and divide by the peak
probability factor ZMpeak. In Fig. 3, we plot the initial-state
spectral function computed using the rodeo algorithm with
M = 20 and sRMS = 10 for the Anderson localization model.
For comparison, we also show the exact initial-state spectral
function. We see that the agreement obtained using the rodeo
algorithm with classical computation is excellent. The real
challenge will be to perform such calculations using quantum
computing devices with gate errors, measurement errors, and
short decoherence times. To alleviate some of these problems,
one promising approach is to build designer quantum gates in
order to achieve higher fidelity [19]. While a calculation using
M = 20 and sRMS = 10 will be difficult in the near future,
calculations with smaller values of M and sRMS are possible
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FIG. 3. Initial-state spectral function. We plot the initial-state
spectral function using the rodeo algorithm with M = 20 and
sRMS = 10 for the Anderson localization model. For comparison,
we also show the exact initial-state spectral function.
in the near term and could be used to address either smaller
quantum systems or larger quantum systems where the initial
variational wave function is relatively good.
We can use the initial-state spectral function to identify the
spectrum of Hobj that couples strongly to the initial state.
When the rodeo algorithm is run with energy E = Ej cor-
responding to one of these spectral peaks, the final state we
obtain will be an approximation to the corresponding eigen-
vector |Ej〉, with a residue error of size ZMGM. For any Her-
mitian operator O, we can directly measure the expectation
value 〈Ej |O|Ej〉. Thus, we can determine the static proper-
ties of any eigenvector by computing such expectation values.
By using the final state of one rodeo calculation as the
initial state of a second rodeo calculation, we can compute
observables associated with reaction dynamics such as lin-
ear response functions. Starting from the ground state |E0〉,
let us define the linear response function R(E) for opera-
tor O as | 〈Ej |O|E0〉 |2 when E = Ej for some j > 0,
and 0 otherwise. The individual transition matrix elements
| 〈Ej |O|E0〉 |2 can be extracted trivially from this response
function. In order to calculate the linear response function, we
first use the rodeo algorithm to prepare the state |E0〉. We then
proceed along two different branches. In the first branch, we
multiply by the unitary operator exp(−iεO) and use the rodeo
algorithm again to compute the initial-state spectral function
S1(E). In the second branch, we do not multiply by any
additional unitary operators and simply use the rodeo algo-
rithm to compute the initial-state spectral function S0(E). We
then compute the derivative with respect to ε2 numerically,
[S1(E) − S0(E)]/ε2. In the limit ε → 0, we obtain the re-
sponse function R(E) with errors that scale as ε2. See also
Ref. [20–22] for an alternative approach to compute the linear
response functions and spectral densities.
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FIG. 4. Ground state response function. We plot the ground state
response function for the operator (∆k)2 using the rodeo algorithm
with M = 20 and sRMS = 10 for the Anderson localization model.
For comparison, we also show the exact ground state response func-
tion.
We now illustrate the response function calculation for our
Anderson localization model. Let ∆k be the spatial position
relative to the center of the ground state wave function |E0〉.
The operator O we consider is (∆k)2. In Fig. 4, we show
the rodeo algorithm results for the response function using the
approximation [S1(E)− S0(E)]/ε2 with the value ε = 0.01.
For comparison, we also show the exact ground state response
function. Again, we see that the agreement obtained using the
rodeo algorithm with classical computation is excellent. Nev-
ertheless, the primary challenge will be to perform such cal-
culations on noisy quantum computing devices in the future.
We have presented a new method called the rodeo algorithm
for quantum state preparation, spectral properties, transition
matrix elements, and linear response functions. The method
uses diabatic transitions to discriminate between different en-
ergy eigenvalues. It can be applied to any quantum Hamil-
tonian and is a recursive algorithm that achieves exponential
convergence in the number of cycles. The rodeo algorithm is
efficient and flexible enough to incorporate recent advances in
Hamiltonian time evolution and can be used to improve any
variational wave function. We can summarize the steps as fol-
lows: I. Prepare the initial state. II. Apply the cycle C for
some fixed E and some random value s chosen from a distri-
bution with fixed root-mean-square value sRMS. III. Measure
the qubit q0. IV. If qubit q0 is in the state |1〉, go to back to
II and repeat for up to M cycles. Otherwise go back to I and
restart.
We have illustrated the method using an object Hamilto-
nian that corresponds to an Anderson localization model of
electrons in one dimension. The rodeo algorithm is composed
of two separate parts: the object Hamiltonian and the arena.
The arena acts as an energy sensor for the object Hamiltonian,
and it can be designed and optimized independent of the ob-
ject Hamiltonian. The rodeo algorithm could be significantly
improved with new ideas for the design of the arena, perhaps
with the help of machine learning tools to construct the most
computationally efficient energy sensor. By taking the object
Hamiltonian to be a trivial 1×1 matrix, arenas can be designed
and tested using existing devices and fine-tuned according to
actual device performance characteristics.
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5SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS
Parameters of the rodeo cycle
For the six qubits comprising the arena in this work, we use a rodeo cycle with 60 steps. For each of the steps k = 1, · · · , 60,
we take dtk = 1. The parameters dt′k and Ek are listed in Table I.
k dt′k Ek k dt′k Ek k dt′k Ek
1 0.0667 -1.6600 21 1.0000 0.9600 41 1.0000 0.9600
2 0.1333 -1.6600 22 1.0000 1.1600 42 1.0000 0.7600
3 0.2000 -1.6600 23 1.0000 1.1500 43 1.0000 0.5600
4 0.2667 -1.6600 24 1.0000 1.1400 44 1.0000 -0.1800
5 0.3333 -1.6600 25 1.0000 1.1300 45 1.0000 -0.9200
6 0.4000 -1.6600 26 1.0000 1.1933 46 1.0000 -1.6600
7 0.4667 -1.6600 27 1.0000 1.2567 47 1.0000 -1.6600
8 0.5333 -1.6600 28 1.0000 1.3200 48 0.9333 -1.6600
9 0.6000 -1.6600 29 1.0000 1.3367 49 0.8667 -1.6600
10 0.6667 -1.6600 30 1.0000 1.3533 50 0.8000 -1.6600
11 0.7333 -1.6600 31 1.0000 1.3700 51 0.7333 -1.6600
12 0.8000 -1.6600 32 1.0000 1.3533 52 0.6667 -1.6600
13 0.8667 -1.6600 33 1.0000 1.3367 53 0.6000 -1.6600
14 0.9333 -1.6600 34 1.0000 1.3200 54 0.5333 -1.6600
15 1.0000 -1.6600 35 1.0000 1.2567 55 0.4667 -1.6600
16 1.0000 -1.6600 36 1.0000 1.1933 56 0.4000 -1.6600
17 1.0000 -0.9200 37 1.0000 1.1300 57 0.3333 -1.6600
18 1.0000 -0.1800 38 1.0000 1.1400 58 0.2667 -1.6600
19 1.0000 0.5600 39 1.0000 1.1500 59 0.2000 -1.6600
20 1.0000 0.7600 40 1.0000 1.1600 60 0.1333 -1.6600
TABLE I. The parameters dt′k and Ek for steps k = 1, · · · , 60.
